
Application for Recognition of Academic Achievements - Additional Pages

Student ID #: Surname, Given name:

Achievements to be recognized: to be filled by Ulm University 
(the applicant may already fill in examination numbers and areas)

Recognition Denial/Reasons

Yes/No Exam 
number

in area  
(compulsory elective, 
specialisation, core 

subject, etc.)

Grade CP
significant 

difference in 
acquired 

competences

incomplete 
documents

to be decided 
later

 
 
The following achievements have been 
completed (module/exam)

Grade/CP/
Workload

GRD
CP

WL

Placement in higher subject semesters and recognition of achievements: 
(to be filled by the examination board) 
  
The recognition of achievements has been confirmed according to the table(s) above.  
Due to the proven achievements and the confirmation thereof above, it is suggested to place the student in the following subject semester in the study programme indicated above at 
Ulm University:

subject semester Date: Signature:
chairman/chairwoman of the examination board

GRD

WL

CP

GRD

CP

WL

Application number:
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Achievements to be recognized:
to be filled by Ulm University
(the applicant may already fill in examination numbers and areas)
Recognition
Denial/Reasons
Yes/No
Exam number
in area 
(compulsory elective, specialisation, core subject, etc.)
Grade
CP
significant difference in acquired competences
incomplete documents
to be decided later
  The following achievements have been completed (module/exam)
Grade/CP/Workload
GRD
CP
WL
Placement in higher subject semesters and recognition of achievements:
(to be filled by the examination board)
 
The recognition of achievements has been confirmed according to the table(s) above. 
Due to the proven achievements and the confirmation thereof above, it is suggested to place the student in the following subject semester in the study programme indicated above at Ulm University:
Date:
Signature:
chairman/chairwoman of the examination board
GRD
WL
CP
GRD
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